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The death of a Black man in a high-speed chase with Indiana deputies has raised questions about the severity of the police response.
This Indiana sheriff's department likes to share pursuit videos. Why won't they show what happened to Malik Ali Malik?
A spokesman said the findings will be updated on account of “editing errors,” but that the agency can’t resolve a discrepancy in the location of the earliest official case.
WHO clarifies details of early covid patients in Wuhan after errors in virus report
After facing criticism for hand-picking Senate candidates at the outset of intraparty battles, the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee is taking a wait-and-see approach in 2022.
Why Democrats plan to wait on endorsements in 2022 Senate primaries
Twitter celebrates its fifteenth birthday. Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey sent out the company’s first tweet on 21 March 2006, writing “just setting up my twitter”. But it was not until 15 July of the same ...
From Chadwick Boseman to chicken nuggets: What the biggest ever tweets say about Twitter on its 15th birthday
Social Security expert Laurence Kotlikoff believes at least half, if not 70%, of people claiming Social Security benefits 'are making major mistakes.' ...
How to get good help with claiming Social Security—when and how you claim can be the difference between a decent retirement and a terrible one
Tourists neither commit nor attract crimes. But a study finds that violent offenses rose in neighborhoods where more homes were converted to short-term rentals.
Why Do Some Crimes Increase When Airbnbs Come to Town?
In America in the year 2021, it’s the minority in the Senate that decides what the majority — in the Senate and even in America — gets to do.
America wants an infrastructure bill. Democrats, who run D.C., want an infrastructure bill. So why is it all up to the GOP?
Ex-teacher Rita Chowdhry, 57, of Surrey, believes stressed-out parents should adopt the structure and processes applied in day-to-day operations at the world's most successful firms.
Business coach reveals why you should run your family like a business
Wedged behind a gasoline can, Rinna showed off her gorgeous vintage gown collection on Wednesday's episode of the "Real Housewives of Beverly Hills." ...
Where does Lisa Rinna keep her vintage gown collection? The answer may surprise you
Since England lost on penalties in the EUROs Finals, people have been discussing who would be their preferred top five penalty takers at the club.
Who Are Liverpool's Top Five Penalty Takers?
Wedged behind a gasoline can, Rinna showed off her gorgeous vintage gown collection on Wednesday's episode of the "Real Housewives of Beverly Hills." ...
Where does Lisa Rinna keep her vintage gown collection? Her garage, of course
A two-day old baby born to daily wage workers in India's western state of Gujarat was kidnapped not once but twice. BBC Gujarati's Bhargava Parikh finds out why. "I don't let my son out of my sight ...
Gujarat: The Indian baby who was abducted twice
From $535 million racial justice fund to boosting Black and Hispanic Americans, PayPal CEO Dan Schulman calls on companies to close racial wealth gap ...
‘Values cannot be words on a wall’: PayPal CEO Dan Schulman on why corporations must end racial discrimination
The president of Haiti was assassinated Wednesday morning in his home on the outskirts of the capital, Port-au-Prince. Jovenel Moise had been in office for four years. His wife, Martine, was wounded ...
Who assassinated the Haitian president, and why? Here’s what we know so far
Where a zipper gets caught?” is not referring to a zipper on clothing. It’s referring to someone who zips through traffic, and the answer is SPEED TRAP. 51D. This “Small screech” is not the sound, but ...
Where a Zipper Gets Caught
Whether it’s about vaccines, CRT, or 2020 election lies, prominent Republicans have internalized Trump’s tactic of being loudly wrong in a rebuttal-free environment.
You can’t set the record straight for GOP who don’t want it straightened
An oddsmaker’s mistake led to one of the wildest line swings in Vegas sportsbook history on the WNBA All-Star Game over/under.
Here’s Why The WNBA All-Star Game Point Total Odds Dropped A Ridiculous 53 Points
Though the institutional guardrails worked, and the action plan was kept on track, the incident surfaced questions and issues that couldn’t be ignored: Why had this happened? What, actually, had ...
Why Organizations Reject Expert Advice
The Podcast Tapes" delves into the true story of Ambra Gutierrez and her involvement in a police sting to try and catch Harvey Weinstein.
'Catch and Kill' HBO: Who is Ambra Gutierrez—Where Is She Now?
Von Miller is already one of the greatest Denver Broncos of all time. This status is based on what he has done and a projection of what is to come from the rest of his career. However, the coming 2021 ...
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